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Preamble:
• Mining, oil and gas developments invariably controversial; like prisons, some level of mining is
needed; we don’t want them generally in our backyard, but we nearly all use the products,
whether mobile phones, cars or flying in aircraft...
• Some countries have said no to mining....e.g. Costa Rica, which is probably the most successful
and peaceful Central American state, of mountains and rainforest like PNG, which focused on a
relatively green economy, protect nature and having eco-tourism as an economic cornerstone
• Some Bougainvilleans ask why do we need mining? It’s caused problems, while Fiji has a
successful economy with barely any mining, but based on agriculture and tourism, with
relatively high skills and low unemployment
• Some successful resource rich countries, but many are poor and badly managed; investment in
human resources critical for successful economies...Parents in 2012 in Hela already bemoaning
their kids losing interest in education, and expecting instant wealth from LNG contracts and
benefits...
• Resource project benefits, from prudent management, including fiscal management; we’ve
heard from Misima of little benefit from its now closed mine, but at least some skilled and
employed workers from there in mines and oil/gas operations around PNG and overseas (44?
from a survey the INA undertook some years back, M Andrew and Imbun)...Likewise
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Mining and Petroleum/Gas Development provides some, but limited employment, beyond the
construction phase for LNG or for new highly mechanised Mining projects, notably Wafi-Golpu

• The First Precept of the NRGI’s Natural Resource Charter is:
‘Resource Management should secure the greatest benefit for citizens through an
inclusive and comprehensive national strategy, clear frameworks and competent institutions’
• The Second Precept is that ‘Resource Governance requires Decision-makers to be Accountable
to an INFORMED public’

If net benefits don’t accrue to the citizens from resource projects, either because the costs
exceed the benefits, of the Government doesn’t have the capacity to manage the process
accountably, or technology isn’t up to it yet or the risks are too great, or officials are
compromised or the Citizens, including landowners or project affected communities, are not
informed and contributing to decision-making, then clearly projects, or this project, should not
proceed at this stage

• With limited other benefits, the Principal Function of such Extractive Projects is
to provide Revenue to the State (National and Local) for it to perform its
functions in the social contract with its people: notably deliver needed Public
Goods/Services, nationally and locally
• If Limited Revenue and/or very Delayed Revenue then little point in proceeding
with such projects, as mining especially has major invariable social and
environmental costs...why would one damage a beautiful and productive PNG
island providing sustainable livelihoods, just for a few years of extracting a
product with little intrinsic utility, like gold, at least unless there was a marked
net economic and social gain to the whole society, including the islanders?

• So, require well-designed fiscal system, reflecting the costs and uncertainties of
the industry
• Recognising the challenges including risks to the investors, and
• The need for the State to secure strong returns in a reasonable timeline:
• So, featuring the following 2 basic components: both a royalty or
production-sharing arrangement and the State capturing a share in the
profits/remaining rents
• And minimising specific tailored project agreements, beyond the standard
investment conditions, as far as possible, and avoiding tax incentives, such
as tax holidays, and also avoiding the State making costly and risky
investments in equity
• Many of the more recent resource projects, since the mid-1990s, have featured
all those aspects to be avoided better avoided, with the State taking on greater
commercial risk, granting innumerable fiscal concessions and deferring revenue,
while depending solely on tax on hoped-for profits....

• The other essential components are:
• Stability (which is generally more important to the Investor than the precise
tax rates etc), and needed for the State also
• Transparency and competitiveness over contracting, conditions, production
and trade and revenue flows – as required by EITI
• And Efficient Tax Administration and an efficient system of watchdogs to
ensure that the State and Companies are both accountable – both the
Independent Audit Office, and ant-corruption office, AND a well-informed and
proactive Media and Civil Society, that knows and stands up for its rights....in
both monitoring the Budget and Funds, AND the delivery of quality Public
Goods
• In most countries the benefit flows are channelled exclusively to the State, at
least initially, including Indonesia, where all mineral assets, but also land, held by
the State

• Several studies have long found a close link between an economy’s dependence
upon natural resources with the potential for corruption (an aspect of the socalled ‘Resource Curse’) and poor fiscal and wider governance. The anticorruption commission in Indonesia, KPK, found the resource sector has the
highest social costs of corruption, and that 3,772 of their 11,000 mining permits
are prone to corruption, with a massive loss of revenue and other negative
impacts on the lives of their people. Indeed, during 2017 they had over 5,000 of
their extractive operations closed down for deficient compliance with a range of
licensing and other requirements

• EITI set up initially in view of limited sustained revenue flows apparently reaching
the Governments of resource-rich developing countries, or at least being
available for them to fund their budget
• Started with reconciliation of payments by resource companies, to ensure
transfers occurring, but then progressed to a range of other governance issues,
including competitive licensing, availability of documentation (from social and
environmental plans to Open contracting etc), and Beneficial Ownership
• In PNG it has helped us focus on the gaps and issues needing to be addressed
• In April 2015 11.5 million ‘Panama papers’ leaked to an astonished world –
highlighting the level of global tax avoidance, and blinks by high level individuals,
often persons termed ‘Politically Exposed Persons’ with the extractive
sector...just from this one major law firms based in one tax haven
• It highlighted the use of Anonymous shell companies to conceal or launder
money, including public money, and the level of potential conflicts of interest,
and potential loss of revenue to resource rich countries and their citizens

• In response, in 2015 EITI adopted new Rules on Disclosure of ‘Beneficial
Ownership’ whereby:
• By 2020 companies applying for or holding a participatory interest in an
exploration or production of an oil, gas or mining license or contract in an EITI
country must report the details of the beneficial owner, (ie the humans who
own, control or substantially benefit from these companies and interests), as
well as identifying any ‘politically exposed persons’ – these are politicians or
officials or their family members or agents, with a direct engagement in
regulating, setting laws, tax rates, negotiating contracts etc...
• More than 50 EITI member countries have published their plans for how to
disclose the real owners of companies in their extractive industries, which will
require establishing legal and institutions arrangements for application,
including establishing registers of such real owners.
• Every country is different...its current institutional and legal framework, needs
and challenges...some like UK have gone far beyond the extractive industries;
e.g. PNG might like to including logging, forestry, contractors etc...

In most countries, particularly where all/most natural resources belong to the
State (but including countries, like Indonesia etc, where the land also all belongs
to the State), this relates to Beneficial Owners who are largely unrelated to that
land (big businessmen etc), but in PNG’s case it also includes the Landowner
companies/entities and their principal owners/controllers that might hold a
significant stake in the business
• Need for accountability of these bodies that purportedly represent and
handle proceeds on behalf of landowners (from MRDC to LO coys etc)

The Panama papers and other exposes (including the extensive forest inquiry in PNG in the
late 1980s) have shown how legal entities were abused by the owners to carry out illegal
activities, from transfer pricing other tax evasion and money laundering, to other corruption
and drug trafficking and financing terrorism. This is all possible through obscure company
structures and arrangements, enabling information obscurity and allowing unnamed
individuals to control multiple companies, and effective monopolies without being identified

Who are these beneficial owners, owning or controlling the large enterprises in the
extractive industries around the world, notably in PNG, and who are the PEPs who may have
some stake or other involvement? This should certainly known prior to any licensing or
project negotiations and for existing projects. The ownership may also be changing regularly..
• E.g. Nautilus...most of its personal and corporate shareholders have withdrawn, leaving
apparently only a major Middle Eastern Investor and a Russian investor; but is this the full
picture?
• In PNG’s logging industry, for example, one major operator and concession holder, which
has also sought mineral and fisheries licences and holds diverse other investments in PNG
and beyond, spawned dozens of subsidiaries in logging operations partly to confuse or
obfuscate and minimise tax exposure

Although, as in PNG, most countries until recently had no rules to identify the
‘Persons with Significant Control’ of the mining/petroleum/gas sector, individuals
go to considerable effort to conceal their identity, as clearly, if exposed, the level of
interest and control might also highlight extensive existing illegalities, related to
conflict of interest, monopoly power, loss of State revenue etc.
• E.g in Ukraine, which established perhaps the first Beneficial Ownership registry
in the world, many of its mining and oil companies are registered in BVI, with
directors called John Smith; many directors are fictitious or persons paid a small
amount for use of their name; this even applied to a recent LNG project;
• Ukrainian authorities, as with UK, which has a comprehensive online registry,
does not attempt to do more than cursory vetting of their BO registry, leaving
the task largely to civil society, including the media, to examine the data base
provided and find the flaws (which can be dangerous). Eg. in Ukraine found that
there were various PEPs, including the responsible Ministers, holding controlling
interest in companies, but camouflaged by a web of bogus names

• In PNG we found that in forestry, in the 1980s, with ownership of businesses and
transactions belonging to successive Forest Ministers poorly camouflaged in
some cases and more discretely by others..(some were referred to the
Leadership Tribunal and convicted; others not). Illegal licencing or exporting
transactions, involving some other PEP (Provincial Governors et al) were crudely
concealed with names like cabbages and other fruits and vegetables.
• Forestry reforms were achieved in the early 1990s, but only after major forestry
resources were allocated out hurriedly, often as obsolete LFAs. Subsequently TPs
were issued or grabbed, where timber rights had never been acquired from the
landowners (as with Vailala in Gulf Prov), and as the years went by dozens of new
tricks were used to secure forest resources, or, as with SABLs, 5.3 million ha of
land to go with the resources on top, all in breach of due process, including Free
and Informed Consent of the customary landowners and often with a few names
claiming to represent their whole communities, many of whom weren’t even
from the area!

• Some of these same SABLs are intended to be used to influence land ownership
and benefits from future mining and other resource projects....the links between
the mining and oil/gas sectors and forestry are not so remote, and breakdown or
ignoring of specified regulations, equally applicable where there’s the incentive,
and in the absence of adequate oversight, including from an informed public
• The need to properly identify genuine customary landowners and persons in
mine/oil gas affected areas well ahead of time cannot be over-emphasised
• Awareness and feedback at exploration phases and for development..
Competitiveness, qualifications etc... Need to replace confidentiality clauses
• The resource remains in the ground in the meantime; so don’t be pressured by
artificial deadlines; lack of prior due diligence of the project, its beneficial owners
and the customary landowners, is misplaced saving or haste, both for the
investors, but especially for the Government, acting, purportedly, on the part of
the nation, including the landowners

Landowner Companies and other Organisations gaining material benefit from
Mining/Oil/Gas Developments in PNG
• Issues over accountability, board appointments, remuneration etc, reporting
back, investments

• Parallel Initiatives to EITI...
• EITI a partnership of Govt, companies and Civil society; at this stage a voluntary process
of reporting in PNG
• Subject to Global Standard, but global standard adds components...including BO and
requirements on access to documentation etc...
• although a partnership, the 3 parties have some shared and some different interests
and some companies positions on some issues differ from each other, eg. over contract
transparency; so the 3 must pressure each other and hold each other accountable, but
also accountable and listen to own clientele...including wider civil society
• Cannot at this stage require data from companies, or require the State to release data
held confidentially under IRC, or Customs or Mining Act or other laws, but EITI
members pressing Govt to amend/update those laws ( & a review of laws and regs)
• Communities can push their MPs directly, and press civil society representatives on
MSG, to have laws reviewed
• Some countries in Scandinavia have already removed confidentiality of tax information;
reform occurs primarily from domestic pressure, but the external pressure (e.g. from

• PNG a Member of EITI awaiting validation
• It’s also a member of the Open Government Partnership (OGP) and awaiting the
presentation of its first (overdue) National Action Plan
• OGP includes EITI, and other components on Fiscal Transparency (on revenue and
how govt spend money at national and local level), on Freedom of Information and
related Whistle-blowers legislation, Public Participation and PEPs (tracking leaders’
interests, assets etc)
• We held an OGP conference last week in Port Moresby to progress the OGP National
Action Plan, urgently; and had excellent presentations (from overseas speakers), e.g.
from India on the power of their FoI legislation to secure public information from
officials promptly
• There are clearly those who’d prefer confidentiality/secrecy and operate in the
shade....reform comes because the public demands it and enough members of the
Legislature and Executive are responsive; democratic institutions don’t perform if
they’re left dormant. It’s difficult in PNG, as information is so sparse and access to
awareness and affordable communications so limited
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